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Directions:  Carefully read your partner’s draft, paying close attention to whether or not the author has done 
the following things.  You will need to have your MLA Packet and checkpoint #1 out as you review your 
partner’s paper.  Write comments in response to the following questions directly on your partner’s paper. 
 
Structure: 

 Does the introduction act as a way to contextualize the claim/thesis the introduction is building to 
produce? 

 Is there a clear, focused claim at the end of the introduction? Is it not wishy washy? 
If static… 

 Does each body paragraph clearly work to prove one specific aspect of the thesis? 

 Is this effectively indicated in each topic sentence (what aspect of the claim he/she is proving in that 
paragraph)? 

If evolving… 

 Does the first body paragraph elaborate on the initial claim? 

 Does each body paragraph after the first one work to evolve the claim? And does the claim end up as 
something different than how it began in the introduction? 
 

 Does the author effectively work to develop critical relationships (in the packet with the sample 
outline structure and MLA checkpoint #1) with his or her sources/evidence in his or her analysis? 

 Are sources actually interacted with? Does it feel like the writer is using evidence that they can 
analyze or did they only find quotes that work perfectly and they move on pretty abruptly from the 
one lined direct quote they found?  

 Did they include source reflective phrases to make sure they immediately interacted with evidence 
following a direct or paraphrased quote? 

 Is the analysis the most meaty part of the writer’s body paragraphs?  

 Are transitions used at the beginning of body paragraphs (and not at the end)? 

 Does the conclusion avoid the problems like redundancy, saying “In conclusion…”, and not 
including greater, more universal implications?  

 
Grammar & Mechanics & MLA Format: 

 Is the first page of the paper formatted correctly? (see MLA packet) 

 Is the writer’s last name + page number located in the header on the top right of each page? (Mullins 
1; Mullins 2; etc.) 

 Are all quotes and paraphrases correctly cited parenthetically in the paper? 

 Is punctuation used correctly around quotes/citations?  

 Are all the sources used in the paper also located in the works cited list? Are there any sources 
located in the works cited list that do not show up in the essay (they should then be removed or cited 
in the essay)? 

 Is the works cited page alphabetized, double spaced, and formatted with a hanging indent? 



 Do the works cited entries appear to be formatted correctly? (ex: italicizing book, magazine, journal, 
newspaper titles, and putting article titles in quotes; including URL’s with website sources; 
including the database name with sources found on eLibrary, MeL, etc.) – Use the sample MLA works 
cited list for this or the OWL Purdue website.  

 Does the whole essay read as grammatically sound? Are there any errors you notice that should be 
fixed capitalization wise, punctuation wise, etc.? 

 

When you finish reading and responding to your partner’s draft, sit down with him/her and 
explain your comments. 
 
If enough time remains, partner up with someone else and complete the same process with 
a new copy of your drafts. 
 
PLEASE NOTE:  Do not lose the copy that your partner writes on – you will need to turn this in on 
the day the final paper is due. 


